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The Visitors
A Children’s Oratorio

Music by Ian Blick Words by Tony Brown

Foreword

Since 1945 there has never been a single moment when part of the world has not been in-
volved in some sort of conflict.
This Oratorio is written to comment on the fact that no matter what the Human Race goes

through it still returns, for whatever reason, to War. As we all know, the majority of casualties
of conflicts are the innocent parties – mainly women and children.
Many people these days seem to be searching or waiting for some external agency to come

along and solve all the problems. Perhaps that will happen, perhaps it won’t. Perhaps children
and young people need to find a way to learn that History doesn’t necessary need to repeat
itself over and over again. Perhaps The Visitors will never come. Perhaps they’re already
here.

Personel;
Chorus A – these are also The Reds in ACT II
Chorus B – also The Blues in ACT II
Three main soloists (Everyman):

A Child (Boy or girl with a Teddy Bear)
A Parent (Mezzo-soprano)
A Grandparent (Baritone)

Solo Voices from the Chorus to sing the News in ACT I (up to 5 singers)
The Visitors – a separate choir above the other singers (Quartet  2 Male / 2 Female)
The Emperor
Narrator – a nonsinging part

This piece can be performed with piano accompaniment or with full orchestra. (Parts are
available for hire)
Everyone need white ‘feathers’ – probably white tissue paper.
Chorus A and B need helmets for ACT I, and either red or blue emblems for ACT II.
The Emperor need a splendid helmet for ACT I.
The Visitors need to be in cool white.
Everyone needs red poppies – these can be large and home made.
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The Visitors
A Children’s Oratorio

Originally composed to commemorate the 60th anniversary
of the end of the Second World War

Prologue

Soft music. Over it the voice of the Narrator speaking:

Morning

Narrator:

(spoken) Morning.

The Earth turns in space

And shows the Sun its face

To bring about another day.

Morning.

Filled with the radio-alarm of news,

Chat and comfortable music

To get us on our way.

At that instant when we wake,

When sleep-pictures start breaking up,

Is there a moment when it seems

Someone, something, else was with us in the dream,

Who watched,

Watched over,

And never went away,

Who wants to help us as we begin another day?

A spotlight comes up on the centre of the stage. A child enters the light and sings:

The Dream of Three Generations

Child: I woke up from a dream

And the morning light was streaming through the window

Strange patterns on the wall

Like a message

Using words I can’t recall.
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Is it an answer

To a question from my dream?

I’ll remember

Learn to read it if I try

I think the question was ‘Why?’.

Chorus: Writing on the wall;

(like a whisper) Writing on the wall;

Did someone use the sunlight to make writing on the wall?

Cos we don’t understand;

We can’t read the scrawl;

Did someone send a message

Or is it just patterns of light streaming on the wall?

An adult enters a spotlight to sing:

Parent: I woke up from a dream

To the sound of someone screaming

From the outside

Strange sounds from far away

Like a message

Using words I couldn’t say.

Is it an answer

To a question from my dream?

I’ll remember

Learn to hear it if it’s true:

I think the question was ‘Who?’.

Chorus: Words from far away;

(like a whisper) Words from far away;

Did sounds become a language to bring words from far away?

Cos we don’t understand;

Don’t know what they say;

Did someone send a message

Or is it just sounds of someone screaming far away?

Chorus, Why? Why?

Child & Parent Who? Who?

Why does it carry on like this? Tell us what to do.
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Why? Who?

Somebody come and help us make the dream come true.

Why? Who?

Why does it carry on like this? Tell us what to do.

Why? Who?

Somebody come and help us make the dream come true.

An older adult enters a spotlight to sing:

Grandparent: I woke up from a dream

To a strong and urgent feeling

Like a heartbeat

Strange fingers touch my hand

Like a message

With no words I understand.

Is it an answer

To a question from my dream?

I’ll remember

Learn to feel it once again:

I think the question was ‘When?’.

Chorus: Fingers touch my hand;

Fingers touch my hand;

Did someone reach out to me, put their fingers on my hand?

We don’t know if it’s true,

We don’t understand;

Did someone send a message…

Grandparent: Or is it

Just a feeling…?

Just a feeling…?

Just a feeling that I’ll never understand?

Chorus & Why? Why?

Child, Parent Who? Who?

& Grandparent Why does it carry on like this? Tell us what to do.

Why? Who?

Somebody come and help us make the dream come true.

Why? Who?
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Why does it carry on like this? Tell us what to do.

Why? Who?

Somebody come and help us make the dream come

Make the dream come …

Chorus Child, Parent & Grandparent

True I woke up from a dream

Why? Who?

Why does it carry on like this I woke up from a dream

Tell us what to do I woke up from a dream

Why? Who?

All: Somebody come and help us make the dream come...

(quietly) true

The lights come up suddenly on Chorus who busily act out their day’s activity:

It’s Amazing What You Do

Chorus: Get up, get up,

Put on the TV

And watched some crazy comedy

About another way to be.

Maybe, maybe,

Have another cuppa tea.

When you wake up in the morning (clap, clap)

It’s amazing what-a-you see.

Open up a box of nothing,

Pour it in my breakfast bowl.

Wolf it quick,

Don’t be sick,

Eating bowls of nothing is a clever trick.

But now I’d better vanish,

No time to take a seat.

When you get up in the morning (clap, clap)

It’s amazing what-a-you eat.
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Get out, get out,

I’m moving too slow,

Cos living’s like a TV show.

It’s time to show them what I know.

Hello, hello.

Better make the planet grow.

When you wake up in the morning (clap, clap)

It’s amazing where-a-you go.

Open up a box of nothing,

Pour it in the fast machine.

Check the rear,

In first gear,

Barrel loads of nothing get me out of here.

But now I’d better vanish,

And get the business done.

When you get up in the morning (clap, clap)

It’s amazing how-a-you run.

A solo voice: Here is the news:

A thousand, thousand people

Are on the move.

They don’t know where they’re going,

They’re just getting away.

That’s the news for today.

Another voice: Here is the news:

A thousand, thousand landmines

Are out of view.

We don’t know where they’re blowing

But keep out of the way.

That’s the news for today.

Chorus: Get round, get round,

I’m at double speed.

I’d better do the dreaded deed:

Go shopping till my fingers bleed.

Indeed, indeed,

Now to feed the monster Greed.
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When you get up in the morning (clap,clap)

It’s amazing what-a-you need.

Open up a box of nothing,

Put it on my credit card.

Get it now,

Don’t ask how.

Another box of nothing is the cat’s meow.

But now I’d better vanish,

Cos prices are too high.

When you get up in the morning (clap, clap)

It’s amazing what-a-you buy.

A voice: Here is the news:

A thousand, thousand children

Are taught to shoot.

They’d like a world to grow in,

But war gets in the way.

That’s the news for today.

A voice: Here is the news:

A thousand, thousand questions

Are just a few.

What’s the point of knowing

What no-one wants to say?

That’s the news for today.

Chorus:(higher) Got back, got back,

And threw off my shoes.

It’s time to watch the evening news.

I wonder who it’s happ’ning to:

Guess who, guess who.

It came straight out of the blue.

When you get up in the morning (clap, clap)

It’s amazing what-a-you do.

Open up a box of nothing

Sit and watch it all night long.
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Dreams are fed

In my head

Watch the box of nothing till it’s time for bed.

But now I’d better vanish,

Cos things aren’t what they seem.

When you wake up in the morning

When you wake up in the morning

When you wake up in the morning (clap, clap)

It’s amazing what-a-you dream.

Get up, get up.

Get up, get up.

Get up, get up.

Get up, get up. (repeat ad lib under dialogue)

The music continues as the Narrator speaks:

Narrator: But that morning was not the same

(spoken) Transition to light from dark,

For as they opened their eyes to meet the worried world,

There on their pillows was a real sign curled

Up like a soft white question mark.

Chorus: (whisper) The Visitors.

Child: I woke up from a dream

(sung) And I knew there was a reason

To be happy:

A feather by my face

Like a message

From another time or place.

Is it an answer to a question from my dream?

I’ll discover

If this feather shows me how.

I think the answer is now.

The child, parent and grandparent open their hands. They blow a white feather from their palms. The
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feathers float to the floor.

Narrator: Throughout the whole World that morning

(spoken) Everyone found a soft white feather by their side

Why had they been sent?

Not everybody knew

But more than a few

Realised what it meant:

The Visitors had arrived.

The whole of Chorus open their hands and blow hundreds of white feathers into the air. They fall softly

to the floor.

The Visitors Are Here

Chorus: You know, we always said

It would happen

One day.

Just floating from the sky

Would come the answers

For which we pray.

They’ve watched us from afar

Somewhere,

In the stars

Somewhere,

In the fire and the sea and the land and the air

Somewhere.

You know, we were so sure

It would happen

One day.

The visitors would come

And give the guidance

That we all crave.

They’ve watched us throughout time

Somewhere,

Down the line

Somewhere,
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Every hour every day every year they were there

Somewhere.

Chorus A Chorus B

Now we never have to worry again;

The Visitors are here.

No more cruelty or hatred or pain;

The Visitors are here.

There’s no conflict any more,

No disasters,

No more war;

Cos the Visitors, the Visitors are here!

Chorus A Chorus B

Now we never have to worry again;

The Visitors are here.

No more cruelty or hatred or pain;

The Visitors are here.

There’s no conflict any more,

No disasters,

No more war;

Cos the Visitors, the Visitors are here!

Chorus: And now the time has come;

It has happened

Today.

We opened up our eyes

To see new colours

Instead of grey.

We knew that if we looked

Somewhere

In our books

Somewhere

In the wisdom of the ages that people all share

Somewhere.

Chorus A Chorus B
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Now we never have to worry again;

The Visitors are here.

No more cruelty or hatred or pain;

The Visitors are here.

There’s no conflict any more,

No disasters,

No more war;

Cos the Visitors, the Visitors are here!

(repeat chorus)

Chorus A Chorus B

Now we never have to worry again;

The Visitors are here.

No more cruelty or hatred or pain;

The Visitors are here.

There’s no conflict any more,

No disasters,

No more war;

All: Cos the Visitors,

The Visitors,

The Visitors,

The Visitors

The Visitors, the Visitors are here.

(suddenly very quiet and awed)

The Visitors, the Visitors are here.

Narrator: Were they genies from a bottle

(spoken) With three wishes in their power?

Or travellers from space?

Or from a future human race?

Were they ancient gods

From the lands of Greece or Rome?

Would they carry flaming swords to judge us?

Or gently take us home?

Would they talk to us like children?

Or advise us like a friend?
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Would they be angry, superior, kind?

Were they from the outside

Or in the end

Just creatures of our mind?

For the first time we see the Visitors. They are a separate choir physically higher than Chorus if

possible. They are not at all what we expect. Yes, dressed in white, but with a matter-of-fact attitude

and hip style. They stand and raise their arms slowly like angels, but then suddenly dance and sing.

What Can We Do For You?

Visitors: So nice of you to ask us in,

It’s lovely to be here.

We’ve waited on the doorstep now

For several thousand years.

Don’t ask us where we come from

Or if we’re really there.

Please call us just ‘The Visitors’

And offer us a chair.

Some people like to praise us

And say that we’re the tops.

But don’t expect no miracles

Cos miracles just flop.

Don’t ask for instant answers

In small or large amounts,

Cos we are just the Visitors

But you’re the ones that count.

Now what can we do,

Do for you?

Tell us, what can we do,

Do for you?

Do, do, do, do, do, do, doodily doodily do.

What do you want us to do?

You’ve heard about three wishes

In stories from the past.
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Well, wishes are like candles

With flames that cannot last.

Be careful what you wish for,

Because it might come true.

Let’s hear the burning question.

We’ll see what we can do.

Now what can we do,

Do for you?

Tell us, what can we do,

Do for you?

Do, do, do, do, do, do, doodily doodily do.

What do you want us to do?

(Instrumental solo and Jive dance)

Now what can we do,

Do for you?

Tell us, what can we do,

Do for you?

Do, do, do, do, do, do, doodily doodily do.

What do you want us to do?

(repeat chorus)

Do do do do do do do do do

Do do do do do do do do. (clap)

(Repeat 3 times)

Do do do do do do do do do

Do do do do do do do do. (clap, clap)

The Hounds of War

Parent: We thought war was over.

There were parties in the streets.

And happy celebrations there

With everyone you’d meet.

But something must have happened
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To make all these people die.

The hounds of war are howling,

So can you tell us why?

Grandparent:  We thought war was finished,

It was something in the past.

We’d learnt all history’s lessons

And now grown up at last.

But every time you look up

Then more bombs fall from the sky.

The hounds of war are running,

So can you tell us why?

Chorus: Why oh why

& Parent Do the armies thunder?

& Grandparent Why oh why

Do the battles roar?

Why oh why

Does the fighting never cease?

Please tell us why Man is the enemy of Peace.

Child: Peace has not existed

Since the moment of my birth.

We thought that in the future

Then all folk on planet Earth

Would live and work together

And then peace would be the prize.

The hounds of war are hungry,

So can you tell us why?

Chorus: Why oh why

& Parent Do the armies thunder?

& Grandparent Why oh why

& Child Do the battles roar?

Why oh why

Does the fighting never cease?

Please tell us why Man is the enemy of Peace.

What has all the history we’ve lived through ever taught us?
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What has all the money we’ve created ever bought us?

All we’ve learnt is hatred for our brothers who have fought us.

Please tell us why Man is the enemy of Peace.

(higher) We thought war was ended,

There were flowers every year.

With petals red as sunset

And dew like morning’s tears.

How many years of anger

Will bleed our bodies dry?

The hounds of war are feeding,

Please can you tell us why?

Why oh why

Do the armies thunder?

Why oh why

Do the battles roar?

Why oh why

Does the fighting never cease?

Please tell us why Man is the enemy of Peace.

Why oh why

Do the armies thunder?

Why oh why

Do the battles roar?

Why oh why

Does the fighting never cease?

Please tell us why Man is the enemy of Peace.

Chorus A Chorus B, Grandparent, Parent and Child

Why oh why What has all the history

Do the armies thunder? We’ve lived through ever taught us?

Why oh why What has all the money

Do the battles roar? We’ve created ever bought us?

Why oh why All we’ve learnt is hatred

Does the fighting never cease?  For our brothers who have fought us.
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(together) Please tell us why Man is the enemy of Peace.

Narrator: So with that question left hanging in the air,

(spoken) The visitors opened wide their eyes

As a route to who knows where

And with a movement of their hands

So all the world would know

They whispered:

Visitors: OK. First lesson in the Art of War. Let’s go.

(spoken)

(The Visitors open their palms and blow feathers over the chorus)

Narrator: All the clocks started ticking backwards

(spoken) Time unravelled as the centuries dispersed

Waves rolled off the beaches

And the stars travelled their courses in reverse.

Ancient cities were remade,

And their citizens took their fatal choices.

As the rivers ran to hide up in the hills,

Ancient leaders found their voices.

Time Music indicating that we are moving back through the ages taking us to a place in the distant

mythical past. During this the chorus prepare to put on their plumed helmets. The Emperor is picked

out by a spotlight. He looks splendid.

Act I: The First Lesson of War

Ave Imperator

Chorus: Áve Imperátor! (trans: Hail the Emperor!)

We bow before your greatness.

Áve Imperátor!

We sing your song of praise.

We know that you will lead us,

And nobody will beat us,
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But all will learn to fear us,

On this our proudest day!

Emperor: Égo antestábo: (trans: I will stand before you)

I’ll stand before my people.

Égo advocábo: (trans: I will call upon you)

I’ll call upon you all.

Put on your plumes of glory,

And raise the flags of fury,

For now it is your duty

To listen to the call!

Chorus: Áve Imperátor!

We’re putting on our helmets.

Áve Imperátor!

The flags of war we raise.

And anything you tell us

We’ll follow to the letter,

Cos we obey the Emp’ror

On this our proudest day!

Emperor: Núnquam consultábo: (trans: I will never ask)

Discussion’s not an option.

Égo imperíto: (trans: I will command)

Obedience is the law.

So set the cymbals crashing

And summon up your passion.

Obey your lord and master:

As we set out to war!

Chorus: March!

March!

Sing!

Sing!

March!

March!

March and sing!

(quietly) Ambulábimus, cantábimus!
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Ígne átque férro.

We will march along as we sing our song:

Ígne átque férro.

(loud) Ambulábimus, cantábimus! (trans: we’ll march, we’ll sing)

Ígne átque férro.  (trans: by fire and iron (swords))

We will march along as we sing our song:

Ígne átque férro.

We are like fire;

And we are like iron.

Cos we can burn

And cut like knives.

You see us come

Run for your lives!

We are like fire;

And we are like iron.

Cos we can burn

And cut like knives

You see us come;

Run for your lives!

Emperor: Égo devincébo: (trans: I will overcome)

I’ll overcome all nations.

Égo profligábo:  (trans: I will destroy)

I break them with my hand.

So tell the world we’re coming

Like hungry lions hunting,

Or mighty rivers flooding

To cover all the land!

Chorus A Chorus B

Ambulábimus, cantábimus!  We are like fire;

Ígne átque férro. And we are like iron

We will march along as we sing our song: Cos we can burn and cut like knives

Ígne átque férro. You see us come, run for your lives

Ambulábimus, cantábimus!  We are like fire

Ígne átque férro And we are like iron
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We will march along as we sing our song Cos we can burn and cut like knives

Ígne átque férro. You see us come, run for your lives.

Chorus: March!

March!

Sing!

Sing!

March!

March!

March and sing

(The marching continues over the interchange between The Visitors and Grandparent)

Grandparent: Why have you brought me to this place

To see these fools of men

Who treat a war like some kid’s game

To play and play again?

Their silly feathered helmets

And their songs of swords and flames

Remind me of my childhood

And those foolish childhood games.

Visitors: So now you see how it begins -

This ancient pantomime.

But are they oh so different

From people of your time?

Don’t ask us - Can we help them

All escape their warlike curse?

You want it to get better?

Just watch, as it gets worse.

Chorus A Chorus B

Ambulábimus, cantábimus!  We are like fire;

Ígne átque férro. And we are like iron

We will march along as we sing our song: Cos we can burn and cut like knives

Ígne átque férro. You see us come, run for your lives

Ambulábimus, cantábimus!  We are like fire
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Ígne átque férro And we are like iron

We will march along as we sing our song Cos we can burn and cut like knives

Ígne átque férro. You see us come, run for your lives.

(The marching and battle-song become even more intense but also more ridiculous)

Emperor: Égo appugnábo  (trans: I will fight)

I’ll fight to make us mighty.

Égo enecábo: (trans: I will kill)

I’ll finish off the foe.

You will not meet disaster,

I’ll lead you like a father;

Obey your Imperátor,

To war, to war we go!

To fight this war is glorious:

An avalanche of stone

That always is victorious;

That takes the land,

And breaks the land,

And makes the land its own.

(As the Chorus repeat the lines, the Emperor speaks above them, building them up into a frenzy)

Chorus: That takes the land,

And breaks the land,

And makes the land its own.

That takes the land,

And breaks the land,

And makes the land its own. (repeat over speech as many times as needed)

Emperor: (spoken) We are Fire! We are Iron! All will bow before us! All will be our slaves! We

will spread our civilisation across the whole world, until all the lands speak as we do,

act as we do and obey the word of their Emperor. The Empire of Fire and Iron will be

the greatest, most glorious, most remembered in the whole of history. And my name

will be spoken above all men!!

Chorus A Chorus B
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Ambulábimus, cantábimus!  We are like fire;

Ígne átque férro. And we are like iron

We will march along as we sing our song: Cos we can burn and cut like knives

Ígne átque férro. You see us come, run for your lives

Ambulábimus, cantábimus!  We are like fire

Ígne átque férro And we are like iron

We will march along as we sing our song Cos we can burn and cut like knives

Ígne átque férro. You see us come, run for your lives.

Grandparent: (shouted)No!

(The song suddenly stops in mid word almost, and a silence settles. Everyone freezes)

That’s Not War

Grandparent: That’s not war;

Not this game of flags and feathers;

Not this marching into glory;

That’s not war.

I was there;

I was crouching in the shelters;

I was crying over letters;

I was there.

All the gates of hell were opened,

And the sky was filled with bombers,

Like black feathers floating softly

But the devil touched their wings.

There was fire in the cities;

There was iron in the gunshots;

And the hounds of war ran freely

And their jaws crushed everything.

Then I saw;

I saw children without fathers;

I saw fathers without pity;
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That was war.

Was there hope?

Was there hope for something better?

Was there light behind the rain clouds?

There was hope.

(The end of ACT I  the Chorus unfreeze and take off their helmets)

Chorus: That’s not war;

Not this game of flags and feathers;

Not this marching into glory;

That’s not war.

There were tears;

There were tears of friends united;

There were tears of lost forever;

There were tears.

Chorus: All the laws of Man suspended;

Reasons given out like warnings;

Questions made to fit the answers;

Answers no-one would believe.

World War Two was not just pictures;

There were people; there were fam’lies;

All our grandmas and our granddads

Were the ones who had to grieve.

Chorus Grandparent

(higher) All the laws of Man suspended; That’s not war!

Reasons given out like warnings;

Questions made to fit the answers;  That’s not war!

Answers no-one would believe.

World War Two was not just pictures; That’s not war!

There were people; there were fam’lies;

All our grandmas and our granddads

Were the ones who had to grieve.
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Music continues over the Narration)

Narrator: The first lesson was over

(spoken) And the Visitors smiled.

Was it in recognition of a lesson learned?

Or a humorous suggestion

That in a short while

Another, painful journey would be undertaken?

So, a little sadder than before,

The world turned to the Visitors to see

What tricks they had up their sleeve,

And what the second lesson in the Art of War could be.

Visitors: Aren’t you glad now that we found you?

(spoken) All you’ve got to do is look around you;

Look closely and then look some more

For the Second Lesson in the Art of War.

(The Visitors blow another feather over the Chorus. As the feathers settle, the Chorus divides into

2 groups – putting on either a red or blue piece of clothing (hat, scarf, gloves etc) or flag/banner to

indicate which side they are on. This should be done quite ceremoniously before the shouting starts!)

Act II: The Second Lesson of War

Reds and Blues
(A bit like a football crowd taunting each other before a game. Not too serious, rather childish, to start

with but of course getting more venomous as it proceeds.)

Chorus A

(reds): Reds!

Chorus B

(blues): Blues!

Chorus A: Reds!

Chorus B: Blues!
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Chorus A: Reds, Reds!

Chorus B: Blues, Blues!

Chorus A: Reds, Reds!

Chorus B: Blues, Blues!

Chorus A: Reds, Reds will get ahead.

Chorus B: Blues, Blues are what you choose.

Chorus A: Reds, Reds will get ahead.(9 times overlapping )

Chorus B: Blues, Blues are what you choose. (8 times overlapping)

Chorus A: They’ve got a funny way of talking over there.

Have you seen the crazy clothing that they wear?

And they never seem to cut their greasy hair!

And all that land! It’s just not fair!

Chorus B: They speak a very stupid language on that side.

And the way they shout is most undignified.

Every single thing they eat is always fried!

I’m not surprised – their doors are wide!

Chorus A & B: They don’t believe what we believe,

Our thoughts are pure, our thoughts are clear.

We know they’re wrong, we know we’re right.

No resolution is in sight.

They won’t sit down and have a chat.

We tried to talk. They soon stopped that!

Let’s blow the whistle and begin it.

Why waste breath in a discussion?

Only one thing that can happen –
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No more words – it’s time for action:

Fight to win!

Chorus A: Don’t they re’lise that our way of life’s correct?

And our politics are simple and direct?

Why on Earth don’t they just sign up and connect?

Or their world – might end up wrecked.

Chorus B: They can’t see what’s standing right before their eyes:

That our culture is both civilised and wise.

All they ever do is blindly criticise.

ur way is truth – their way is lies.

Chorus A & B: They don’t believe what we believe,

Our thoughts are pure, our thoughts are clear.

We know they’re wrong, we know we’re right.

No resolution is in sight.

They won’t sit down and have a chat.

We tried to talk. They soon stopped that!

Let’s blow the whistle and begin it.

Why waste breath in a discussion?

Only one thing that can happen –

No more words – it’s time for action:

Fight to win!

Chorus A: Reds, Reds will get ahead.

Chorus B: Blues, Blues are what you choose.

Chorus A: Reds, Reds will get ahead.

Chorus B: Blues, Blues are what you choose.

Chorus A: Because we’ll

Civilize,

Democratise,

Humanize,

And liberalise.
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Chorus B: Or do you

Moralise,

Globalise

Capitalise,

Industrialise?

Chorus A: Because we’ll

Civilize,

Democratise,

Humanize,

And liberalise.

Chorus B: Or do you

Moralise,

Globalise

Capitalise,

Industrialise?

Chorus A: We gotta get in there and sort those people out.

They refuse to understand what life’s about.

So perhaps they need persuading with a clout.

They’ve got to change – that’s not in doubt!

Chorus B: Oh yes, they’re stocking up their weapons over there.

Hear the words of politicians fill the air.

Now the bridge we built has crashed beyond repair.

Just let them come – just let them dare!

Chorus A & B: They don’t believe what we believe,

Our thoughts are pure, our thoughts are clear.

We know they’re wrong, we know we’re right.

No resolution is in sight.

They won’t sit down and have a chat.

We tried to talk. They soon stopped that!

Let’s blow the whistle and begin it.

Why waste breath in a discussion?

Only one thing that can happen –
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No more words – it’s time for action:

Fight to win!

(The whistle blows for the start of this particularly unpleasant match. After each shout, a sound like the

crack or whistle of some sort of weapon that makes us realise this is no ordinary game of football. )

Chorus A: Attack!

Chorus B: Defend!

Chorus A: Tackle!

Chorus B: Foul!

Chorus A: Ref!

Chorus B: Penalty!

Chorus A: Shoot!

Chorus B: GOAL!!

(With the word GOAL – a huge explosion. The Reds and Blues cower with their arms protecting their

heads. Is the match over? No! The two choruses start to whisper their sound bites as they emerge from

the ruins.)

Chorus A: Civilize.

Chorus B: Moralise.

Chorus A: Humanize

Chorus B: Industrialise

Chorus A: Because we’ll Globalise

Chorus B: Democratise

Chorus A: Liberalise.

Chorus B: and capitalise

Chorus A: Or do you (not last time)

(Repeat this chorus 6 times)

Visitors: You wanted us to grant the wish

That you might understand.

And all we did was make you hold

A mirror in your hand.

Seen in the light of morning

It’s not a pretty face:

The never-ending chatter

Of you, the Human Race.
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(The chanted and ever more meaningless words fade away as the Chorus removes its Red and Blue

emblems)

Words

Parent: I’m so tired of looking round,

And I am fed up of the sound of all those words.

Though I’m trying hard to care

I find I’m growing very wary of those words.

Chorus: It’s only words.

Parent: Words of leaders trying to explain

Or do they just want to remain

Locked in their castles floating in the air?

Chorus: It’s only words.

Parent: Words of hatred written on the walls,

But does it matter what we call

Those distant people standing over there?

Chorus: It’s only words.

Parent: Can I please make up my mind,

But without the constant grinding of those words?

It’s not easy to decide,

But it’s impossible to hide from all those words.

Chorus &

Parent: It’s only words.

Parent: Words of non-stop readers of the news,

But oh I’m getting so confused

With every answer that they care to say.

Chorus: It’s only words.
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Parent: Words from countries I have never seen,

And does it matter what they mean?

Cos nobody is listening anyway.

Chorus &

Parent: It’s only words.

Chorus &

Parent: A man stood up and shouted

At the corner of the street.

I saw his mouth was moving,

But I didn’t catch his speech.

He was getting kind of angry,

All those words had come and gone.

But I couldn’t hear his message

Or tell which side he was on.

A man stood up and shouted

On the television screen.

Another one reported

On the images he’d seen.

Then a hundred tongues were wagging

And the sounds got more intense.

But the meaning kept on fading

And the words made little sense.

Chorus (higher) Parent

Words of leaders trying to explain It’s only words

Or do they just want to remain

Locked in their castles floating in the air

It’s only words It’s only words

.Words of hatred written on the walls, It’s only words, oooh

But does it matter what we call

Those distant people standing over there?

It’s only words.

It’s only words.

It’s only words.
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(Music continues over Narration.)

Narrator: The world looked at itself and sighed.

(spoken) There seemed to be no escape,

Nowhere to hide,

From the never-ending monotony

Of conflict and empty pride.

But, as the sun went down on another day,

The emerging stars seemed to light the way.

They spelt out a message to Mankind:

‘Seek and you might find.’

That was it:

Escape – run away

And start a new life on a new world.

So rocket ships were built

And pointed to the stars,

So Man could begin afresh

On the blood-red planet Mars.

(The Visitors blow their final feather over the heads of the Chorus)

Act III: The Third Lesson of War

We’re Planning a Trip

Chorus: We’re planning a trip to escape the problem,

We’re planning a trip just to get away.

There’s too much pain on this Planet of Passion,

And things will get much worse if we have to stay.

We’re building a ship that will take us flying,

We’re building a ship for a brand new start.

There’s too much fear on this Planet of Power.

We’ll find a new home in a world apart.

Look up, look up, into the sky.
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Things’ll get much better when we learn to fly.

Look up, look up and see the stars.

A new life is waiting on the Planet Mars.

We’re setting our sights on a far horizon,

We’re setting our sights on a new idea.

There’s too much hate on this Planet of Poison.

We want to live somewhere that isn’t here!

We’re packing our bags for a big adventure,

We’re packing our bags and we’re getting out.

There’s too much need on this Planet of Plenty:

There’s plenty for all but most go without.

Look up, look up, into the sky.

Things’ll get much better when we learn to fly.

Look up, look up and see the stars.

A new life is waiting on the Planet Mars.

Chorus A: Chorus B:

You might say

That we’re running away, You’re running

But we’ve tried every trick in the book. Been trying

History Is repeating on me, re-peating

Doesn’t matter which option we took. which option

Chorus A & B: When in doubt

Take the easy way out.

Can’t go back so it’s forward we look.

No mistaking

We’re escaping

And a new dawn will be breaking

Cos we’re getting out by hook or by crook.

(higher) We’re leaving this world for an empty planet,

We’re leaving this world for a better place.

There’s too much war on this Planet of Problems.

We need a new track for the Human Race.

Look up, look up, into the sky.
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Things’ll get much better when we learn to fly.

Look up, look up and see the stars.

A new life is waiting on the Planet Mars.

Look up, look up, into the sky.

Things’ll get much better when we learn to fly.

Look up, look up and see the stars.

A new life is waiting on the Planet Mars.

Visitors: And what is your philosophy

About the great ‘elsewhere’?

Perhaps there might be aliens

Who think the planet’s theirs.

You Humans like invading

And ‘setting countries free’.

Suppose the native Martians

Don’t want your company.

Narrator: What would we do

(spoken) Finding the planet of our dreams

Already occupied?

Go back home and say:

‘Oh well, we tried’?

No. Do what we’ve always done of course:

Take, and take by force.

But, as the rockets landed,

Like locusts on the Martian land,

Strange figures rose like uniformed ghosts

From the dry, red sand.

And then the realisation hit: there’d be no great rebirth,

For facing them grimly across the desert

Were the million million casualties

Who’d died in all the wars on Earth.

Still there and with accusing eyes.

Why us? Why was it us who had to die?

(The chorus now becomes the inhabitants of the planet of casualties of war. The whole chorus hold up

a red poppy each. They will hold these until the end of the show.)
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Here we are

Chorus: So here we are:

Like some strange game of hide and seek.

You’ve found us out.

Well now you listen while we speak to you.

We are not ghosts

Who can be spirited away.

Now you’ve arrived,

There’s quite a few things we must say:

You can’t escape:

You can’t just run away and hide.

You’ll always take

That warlike temperament inside your head.

So we are here

To keep reminding you to turn

And look at us:

We are the lesson you must learn.

We’re in your head;

We’re in your history;

We’re in the words of every speech about vain victories.

We’re in your thoughts;

We’re in your memory;

We’re in the stories fathers’ fathers tell their families.

We’re in your bones;

We’re in your energy;

We’re in the blood that’s in your veins and in the air you breath.

We’re in your past;

We’re in your destiny;

We’re in the ‘then’ and in the ‘now’ and ‘yet to be’.

Don’t turn away:

You’ve got to face your greatest fear.

It’s only us:

Cold conflict’s victims once so near to you.
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So you can’t stay

Cos this new world’s already filled

With all the souls

Of every man Man’s wars have killed.

We’re in your land;

We’re in your geography;

We’re in the fields of poppies growing in tranquillity.

We’re in your dreams;

We’re in reality;

We’re in decisions made with everyday morality.

We’re in your hands;

We’re in your bravery;

We’re in the chains of every free man held in slavery.

We’re in your stars;

We’re in your imagery;

We’re in the endless cycle of eternity.

Out here on Planet Mars

We’ve put away the guns;

The flags are taken down;

The peace march has begun.

The trenches are un-dug;

The bombs are all defused;

The swords are melted down;

The shelters left unused.

The cities are rebuilt;

The armouries are sealed;

The warplanes cannot fly;

The wounds have all been healed.

The marching bands are still;

The prisons without bars;

And we are free at last

Out here on Planet Mars.

(higher) We’re in your head;
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We’re in your history;

We’re in the words of every speech about vain victories.

We’re in your thoughts;

We’re in your memory;

We’re in the stories fathers’ fathers tell their families.

We’re in your bones;

We’re in your energy;

We’re in the blood that’s in your veins and in the air you breath.

We’re in your past;

We’re in your destiny;

And we are free at last

Yes we are free at last

Now we are free at last,

Out here on Planet

(very quiet) Mars.

My Great Granddad’s photograph

Child: There’s a photo

In an album

Of a man I never knew.

He is smiling

At the camera

And his uniform looks new.

And his new wife

Stands before him

With white flowers in her hair.

She is smiling

At the knowledge

Of the son she soon will bear.

But her husband

Never saw him

For he fell in War’s abyss.

That new baby

Was my granddad:

Never felt his father’s kiss.
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Narrator: The Visitors raised an eyebrow at those who’d tried to escape,

(spoken) But couldn’t without coming face to face

With their own inescapable disgrace.

And, as Mankind looked up at their blue planet home again

Set against a universe so deeply dark,

They seemed to see

On its surface,

Like a black curving feather,

A permanent stain:

The eternal question mark.

(The following shouted…)

Chorus: Why!

Visitors: School Report for the inhabitants of Planet Earth. Lesson One in the Art of War: nought

out of ten.

Chorus: Why!

Visitors: Lesson Two in the Art of War: could do better!

Chorus: Why!

Visitors: Lesson Three in the Art of War: no improvement!

(Suddenly very quiet – the chorus whisper…)

Chorus: Why?

Lessons in The Art of War

Chorus: We’ve walked down a million pathways,

Looking for a way to be.

Are those roads all leading nowhere?

Futures grow from History.

The same old problem gets us all:
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Banging our heads against a brick wall.

So we keep on walking pathways

Banging our heads,

Banging our heads,

Banging our heads against a brick wall.

We’ve been up a million mountains,

Cutting steps to help us climb.

Can those stairways lead to Heaven

Or was it a waste of time?

The same old problem, round and round:

Getting so high then hitting the ground.

So we keep on climbing mountains,

Getting so high,

Getting so high,

Getting so high then hitting the ground.

Surely we’ve been here so many times before

And never learnt a single lesson in the Art of War.

We’ve made up a million theories,

How to live in harmony.

Live together, work together,

Or destroy the fantasy.

The same old problem, why oh why?

Planting a seed but letting it die.

So we keep on making theories,

Planting a seed,

Planting a seed,

Planting a seed but letting it die.

Surely we’ve been here so many times before

And never learnt a single lesson in the Art of…

Surely we’ve been here so many times before

And never learnt a single lesson in the Art of War.

(reprise of the Dream of Three Generations: the three soloists sing together…)
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Child & I woke up from a dream

Parent & Saw the Visitors were fading –

Grandparent They just left me,

Strange thoughts were in my mind,

And the memory

Left a bitter taste behind.

Is it an answer

To a question from my dream?

I’ll remember,

Burn it in my memory:

I think the answer is ‘Me’.

Chorus: We’ve created a million weapons,

Every one does something more.

Weapons made to keep the peace or

Start another righteous war.

The same old problem, understand:

Lighting a fire but burning our hand.

So we keep creating weapons,

Lighting a fire,

Lighting a fire,

Lighting a fire but burning our hand.

Surely we’ve been here so many times before

And never learnt a single lesson in the Art of…

Surely we’ve been here so many times before

And never learnt a single lesson in the Art of War.

(Reprise of the Dream of Three Generations )

Let’s wake up from this dream

Cos it’s turning into something

Like a nightmare.

The Visitors might come

With their message

That will rescue everyone.

Visitors might come,
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Visitors might come,

Can’t we solve our problems before Visitors might come?

And if we’re gonna change,

What will we become?

It’s time to learn the lesson.

Or is it

Just keep waiting,

Just keep waiting,

Just keep waiting for the Visitors to come?

Narrator: So listen:

(spoken) If you wake up in the morning

And there’s a feather by your head,

Will you take that as a sign that you can keep on sleeping

Or will you get up from the bed

And one step, two steps,

Make your own dream live instead?

Child: Me? Me?

You? You?

So who will be responsible? Who will see it through?

Me? You?

Aren’t we the ones who need to make the dream come true?

Chorus & All Me? Me?

You? You?

So who will be responsible? Who will see it through?

Me? You?

Yes we’re the ones who need to make our dream come true.

.

(Everyone holds out their poppies – the lights fade)

The End


